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Tailored advice for family offices and family-owned businesses

Our services
•	Personal advice for global family offices
and family-owned businesses
•	Family offices and family-owned businesses
as investors
• Investing in family-owned businesses
• Co-investments
•	Legal structuring of family offices
• Family charters
• Succession planning
• Tax-efficient relocations
• Family-owned corporate groups
• Family and shareholder disputes
• Competition law
• Compliance and regulation
• Brand and reputation management
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Personal advice for
global family offices and
family-owned businesses
Family-owned businesses are some of the largest,
most vital and most creative organisations in the
world. Their financial performance makes them
increasingly attractive to international investors,
while as family wealth grows so family offices have
evolved to oversee complex global portfolios.
As a result, today’s business families
need the same standard of legal advice
as publicly listed companies,
investment funds and governments.
They also need advisers who can
navigate deftly the governance,
interpersonal relationships and
succession planning issues they face.
We pride ourselves on our ability to
deliver market-leading legal advice
across the world alongside personal,
‘consigliere’ style advocacy. Through a
dedicated relationship partner our
clients have access to a trusted adviser
who understands their strategic
priorities and can deliver 24/7 access
to the firm’s full resources.
We build tailor-made teams with
experience of the most complex
cross-border deals, investigations and

disputes, and cover everything from
corporate and tax law to regulatory,
antitrust and dispute resolution.
Our teams advise clients in all major
jurisdictions and are supported by a
network of hand-picked local law firms
wherever we don’t have a presence.
Our offering to family offices and
family-owned businesses is not defined
by off-the-shelf legal products but by
our clients’ individual needs. In this
publication we aim to distil the most
relevant issues to family offices and
family-owned businesses and offer our
insights from decades of experience
around the world. These are not
definitive instructions but an invitation
to join a conversation – because that’s
how great relationships start.

$7tn
Combined revenues
of the world’s top 500
family-owned
businesses

20m
Combined workforce
of the world’s top 500
family-owned
businesses

Source: University of St Gallen
Global Family Business Index
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M&A for family offices and
family-owned businesses
When it comes to M&A
opportunities, family-owned
businesses and family offices
can often outperform their
competitors because of their
ability to act quickly. Their
M&A advisers therefore have
to match this agility.
Given their ownership structure and
typical restricted legal functions,
family-owned businesses and family
offices also require their M&A lawyers
to deliver more than just technical
excellence. They need them to
confidently lead deals to completion
as smoothly as possible, while
anticipating not just the legal issues
but the implications of the transaction
for the company and the family as a
whole. These may include financial,
tax, antitrust and regulatory aspects
in more than one country.
Equally, family investors have to
consider the likes of testamentary
orders and constraints, minimum
holding periods (to avoid income and
inheritance tax), demands from the
tax schemes of individual family
members and family-specific antitrust
issues, for example in connection
with shareholder pools.
We have been advising family-owned
businesses for centuries and over that
time have seen family clients rise
from local heroes to become national
champions and, ultimately, global
players. We have helped many
family-owned businesses with their
most critical M&A transactions and
pride ourselves on our ability to devise
structures that address the needs of
all family members – and integrate
them with the most innovative deal
and tax features and tools available
in the market, many of which have
been shaped by our lawyers in
headline transactions.
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INSIGHT

Bespoke advice to family investors
As family-owned businesses
pass through generations they
often end up with fragmented
shareholder structures – some
family members may have
small shareholdings in high-value
assets, while others will take
more active roles in the
day-to-day management of
the business itself.
Corporate governance structures
often reflect the past, with a small
number of shareholders keeping
control of the company or group
firmly within the family. This makes
it hard for managers (especially
if they themselves are family
members) to run the business.
We help family-owned businesses
adapt their governance structures
as their businesses grow across
borders, and where this is not
possible advise them as they
change their ownership
arrangements. This might see
the more active family members
buy out their relatives either via
debt financings or IPOs, or by
accepting external investors.

We also advise banks and equity
investors themselves, where our
knowledge of family-owned
businesses means we can develop
innovative structures that align
the interests of all stakeholders.
Before a transaction that changes
the shareholder or governance
structure can be implemented,
issues such as pre-emption rights
and reserved matters with high
approval quorums must be dealt
with. This affects not only the timing
of transactions but also the way
they are discussed with the relevant
family members or groups.
At the same time, investors and
banks need to understand which
family members influence the
decision-making process and how
this process can be steered to
success. On the technical side, family
charters often go back a long way
and can leave room for interpretation.
To properly shape the decisionmaking process and assess how an
investment should be structured,
the risks and opportunities in these
documents must be understood.
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We have been advising family-owned
businesses for centuries and over
that time have seen family clients rise
from local heroes to become national
champions and, ultimately, global players.

CASE STUDY

Structuring a family’s wealth
management arrangements
We helped an industrialist family
(with members principally
domiciled in Germany, Switzerland
and the US) establish a tailor-made
investment platform in Luxembourg
to manage the proceeds from the
€1bn sale of the family business,
which was held by a Swiss family
foundation. We set up the platform
as a reserved alternative investment
fund (RAIF) in the form of a
partnership limited by shares that
invests via an asset-pooling concept.
RAIFs have only been permitted in
Luxembourg since 2016 and are
not supervised by the country’s
regulatory authority, making them
more flexible than other types of

investment funds (eg special
investment funds) that have
similar benefits.
Our advice also covered the
development of a new family
governance regime and the transfer
of the family’s assets from
Switzerland to a new tax-optimised
foundation structure in
Liechtenstein. We helped the family
resolve complex legal issues in
various jurisdictions including
regulatory requirements relating to
the investment fund (particularly in
Germany and the US), and German
investment and controlled-foreigncompany taxation.
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Family offices and
family-owned
businesses as investors
Our clients trust us to handle their most important
investments and divestments in increasingly
challenging environments. Globalisation has led
businesses, including local champions, to become
more international, adding another layer of
complexity to the myriad legal issues they must
consider before making investment decisions.
Transactions in family-owned
environments – whether they
are equity or debt investments,
full takeovers or joint ventures –
require an in-depth understanding
of the set-up and operating styles
particular to this kind of business,
which include the following
considerations:
•	What drives the decision-making
process? Who needs to be on board
and when? What is required to
get consent from different parts
of the owner family?
•	Will there be roadblocks to a
transaction based on family
contracts, succession planning
issues, individual interests?
•	How can the often complex
corporate governance within
family-owned businesses
be incorporated into the
transaction process?
6

•	What interests need to be managed
when setting up a corporate
governance structure between an
outside investor and the owner
family in a joint venture or minority
investment? How can the different
expectations of financial investors
and owner families (including on
financing, corporate governance
and exit rights) best be matched?
•	What is the tax impact of a
transaction for different parts of
the owner family? How can the
transaction be structured to cover
individual tax implications?
•	How can the specific confidentiality
requirements of business families
be matched with information
requirements and disclosure
obligations of investors?
•	How do the joint shareholdings
of different members of the owner
family affect regulatory or
competition law analysis?
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Our clients trust us
to handle their most
important investments
and divestments
in increasingly
challenging
environments.
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Investing in
family-owned businesses

We have advised global
financial investors for decades
and family-owned businesses
for centuries.
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Financial investors are
increasingly interested in
family-owned businesses due
to their exceptional
performance and often low
levels of debt. However,
acquiring one – or even buying
a minority stake – can be
challenging. Disagreements are
common over issues such as
influence on management,
dividend payments and exit
scenarios. It therefore pays to
have advisers used to operating
on both sides of the table and
who understand what makes
the other side tick.
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We have advised global financial
investors for decades and familyowned businesses for centuries.
We continue to be the law firm
of choice for many of the most
formidable industrialist families
of our time.
As a result we can credibly bridge
any differences, and as we have
unrivalled experience of the world’s
most complex transactions we have
all the tools to ensure you make
the most of your investments.
Some of the innovative structures
we have developed to help align
interests on deals of this type
include the following:

•	Protection for shareholder loans by
securing a minimum interest and
safeguarding against insolvency.
•	Step-in rights allowing the
(minority) investor to take a more
active role in the day-to-day
management of the business if
it fails to perform as expected.
•	A joint venture structure between a
family-owned business and a private
equity portfolio company that created
a whole new market position for the
combined businesses, a growth story
for its current and future shareholders
and a substantial initial cash
payment to both the family and
the private equity investor.
9
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Co-investments

Business families are
increasingly joining forces
with private equity houses,
pension funds and even
other families. Together they
can capitalise on their
unique business models
and unparalleled industry
expertise, their strong
balance sheets and deal
execution capabilities.
Examples include science
publishing house Springer
Nature, coffee giant Jacobs
Douwe Egberts and the
world’s largest hearing aid
manufacturer Sivantos.

Co-investments come in different forms.
There are operative joint ventures, club
deals for joint acquisitions and even
investment platforms set up by families
and private equity firms for professional
and retail investors.
We have advised on many of the biggest
business family co-investments of
recent years and know what it takes
to come to agreements on governance
arrangements, business plans,
financing and exit provisions. We also
know how to safely navigate
international rules and regulations
on co-investments and their taxation,
and to wrap up acquisitions or
divestments in the most effective way.
One recent example saw us devise a
club deal model to pool voting rights
rather than shares in order to steer
clear of the Alternative Investment

Fund Manager rules. We know how
families can stay in (or take) control
even with a minority stake after
their co-investors have left, and were
the first law firm to successfully
launch tracking stocks at a German
stock exchange.
Above all, however, we have unrivalled
experience advising all the relevant
stakeholders, from individual family
members to fund managers, and are
aware of their individual needs.
Whereas private equity investors will
require a limited investment horizon,
financial leverage and a limitation
on dividend pay-outs, some family
members may need to consider
personalised tax schemes, may require
bespoke cash or non-cash settlements
or may insist on having a seat on the
company board.

CASE STUDY

Creating a joint venture
with a private equity investor
We devised a joint venture structure
that brought together a family-owned
German publishing business and
a tier-1 international private equity
house. The tailor-made deal
established a new market position
for the combined business and
a new model of co-operation
between family-owned business
and private capital.
Rather than the owner family simply
selling parts of its business to the
investor, the 50:50 joint venture
enables its business to grow. The deal
involves the publishing business
merging with an add-on company
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contributed by the private equity
house. Bringing the joint venture’s
debt leverage to private equity-typical
levels reinforced the equity base of
the business and enabled the family
to benefit from a partial ‘cash out’.
The joint venture is co-led, with the
private equity investor taking the lead
on any exit after five to seven years.
The increased prospects for growth
of the combined business and the
increased leverage – which offers the
prospect of higher margins – may
enable the family to acquire the
investor’s stake when the time comes.
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We are experienced advising all the
relevant stakeholders, from individual family
members to fund managers. So, we are
aware that each has idiosyncratic needs.
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Legal structuring
of family offices
The legal structure is
the ‘backbone’ of family
governance, joint asset
management and family
business activities,
so it has to be right.
We believe focusing
solely on tax optimisation
and overlooking civil,
corporate and regulatory
matters makes for
unhappy family
members in the long run.
That’s why we develop bespoke
solutions that draw on the skills
and experience of our international
tax team while also addressing
aspects including:
•	Management – who will be involved,
who controls the management and
how should external managers and
employee representatives be handled?
•	Capital – is there a need to access
the capital markets or be IPO-ready?
•	Regulation – do banking laws or
the Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive apply and, if so,
how can they be securely avoided?
With your input, we will design a
structure that works for you. Once
you’re satisfied that it’s a perfect fit,
we’ll use our knowledge database –
which contains precedents for
hundreds of structuring options
– to document it in robust,
tried-and-tested terms.
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CASE STUDY

Structuring of family offices
As family offices expand, they
encounter more complex legal
challenges. Offering financial advice
brings regulatory and banking
law into scope, potentially across
multiple jurisdictions. If the office’s
customer base grows to include
distant relatives, holding companies
or trusts, it can present novel
risk management, corporate
governance, tax and employment
law issues.
We advised a single family office
throughout its expansion, using our
regulatory contacts to develop a

structure that ensured full
compliance without the need for
ongoing scrutiny. We integrated
this with corporate governance and
tax advice covering fee structures,
interest and dividend streaming,
and created a form of control
that ensured individual family
members were not affected by
regulatory issues. Our teams worked
seamlessly across disciplines and
jurisdictions to develop a solution
that met our client’s diverging
regulatory, tax and family
control needs.
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Family charters
Family charters are often
designed to keep the family
together and the family
business protected from
outside influence. However,
there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’
solution. We have seen
family charters that worked
for two generations but
failed for the third. To get
them right therefore
involves more than just
an assessment of the
family’s current concerns.
It’s about creating a
long-term vision for the
family and its business.
Our extensive experience of jointly
developing family charters together
with many important families
means we have a large playbook of
robust, workable options. With a
detailed understanding of your
family dynamics and the individual
requirements of different
stakeholders, we can select the
right option and help you avoid
the risks of untested experiments.

Our extensive experience
of setting up or
amending family
charters means we have
a large playbook of
robust, workable options.

CASE STUDY

Family governance
We have been the sole legal adviser
to most of the family shareholders
of a continental European industrial
family, handling all matters relating
to their portfolio of international
and partly stock listed companies.
We advised on the tax structuring
of holding companies, handling
everything from tax-beneficial
dividend streams to changes of
citizenship. We have established
structures enabling tax-efficient
succession planning that include
family charters covering corporate
governance regimes designed to
last for generations. We have
created wills and marriage
contracts and advised on donations
and transactions between family
members. We also oversee the
functioning of the family office for
the family’s shareholding in their
core and non-core businesses.
Alongside this we advise on M&A
deals for both the core family

business and individual members’
private deals and counsel the family
on their roles as board members.
All of this is only possible thanks
to the strength of our relationship.
We understand the family
members’ interests, relationships
and strategic objectives, enabling
us to develop tailor-made solutions
that meet the needs of individual
stakeholders, many of which set
new benchmarks for dealing with
the relevant issues.
Our international platform and
depth of bench mean we can
provide specialist advice on all the
legal issues faced by families that
act globally. Our teams work
together to deal with the family’s
issues in a holistic way rather than
prioritising tax over regulatory,
corporate or general commercial
considerations, an approach
that invariably delivers better
economic results.
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Succession planning

The generation passing
on its wealth must –
in alignment with
long-term family and
business strategies –
find the right successors
without upsetting other
stakeholders. This must
all be done in a tax-efficient
manner, often taking into
account more than one
tax regime.
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Qualifying for certain tax breaks
(eg allocation of assets, minimum
wage sums) may have repercussions
for the legal and financial structure
of the business, and once a succession
plan is devised it must be translated
into a robust set of legal documents
that synchronise with things like
existing company articles, partnership
agreements, shareholder agreements
and prenups. The epic succession
battles featured in the media serve as
a warning against ‘sloppy’ drafting.

Our experience of succession
planning allows our clients to
confidently focus on the important
issues for their family and their
business. We understand the latest
legal and tax tools (from foundations
to jet plane leasing models and
opportunities under the
EU rules to ease cross-border
successions), and above all take
the time to understand the
unique circumstances and needs
of each family and its business.

30%

10%

3%

of family businesses
survive into a
second
generation

of family businesses
survive into a
third
generation

of family businesses
survive into a
fourth
generation
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Tax-efficient
relocations
Cross-border migrations
allow businesses to
benefit from advantageous
tax regimes in other
jurisdictions.
We analyse each family’s individual
circumstances to identify simple and
efficient ways to reduce its tax exposure,
considering as part of our calculations
long-term planning issues, potential
black swan events and the possible
impact of any changes on the
family’s reputation.
Our tailored solutions take into account
the tax law of multiple jurisdictions and
tax-related initiatives of supranational
bodies such as the EU or the OECD
alongside our clients’ privacy needs
and any intergenerational conflicts
or particularities.
We aim to minimise the applicable tax
on any business relocation, its current
operations and wealth transfers to
family members, developing simple,
robust structures that encourage
entrepreneurship and innovation.

We aim to
minimise the
applicable tax
on any business
relocation.
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Family-owned corporate groups
Family-owned businesses
increasingly find growth
opportunities abroad. We
enable them to seize these
opportunities with lean
structures that are tax
and risk optimised – and,
crucially, have the owners’
circumstances in mind.
The nationality and place of residence
of each shareholder can affect income
and inheritance tax considerations,
and the execution of wills and other
death-related arrangements. The pro
rata share of each shareholder and
possible pooling arrangements
are also relevant.
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We often find the following issues
need extra attention in family-owned
corporate groups:
•	Tax-optimised dividend streams that
mean no payment of avoidable taxes.
As well as staying within the law
(eg BEPS tests), these arrangements
must also take account of public
and political sentiment so that
precious family names and
(eponymous) business brands
remain untarnished.
•	Governance structures that allow
reporting lines to cut across the group’s
legal structure. This negates the need
for restructuring measures, which
can be costly and time-consuming
and may trigger taxes.

•	Cash management systems between
group companies that are flexible
but avoid any civil or even
criminal liability.
•	The structuring of (board-level)
employee participation that
deploys international ‘hybrid’
structures (eg a limited partnership
with a foreign general partner)
and company forms of foreign
jurisdictions.
•	A long-term strategy for the
involvement of family members
in management or supervisory
functions (or for keeping the
family outside of the
operational business).
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Family and shareholder disputes
Their shareholder
structures and blend of
family and business
dynamics make familyowned firms susceptible
to disputes. Sibling
rivalries, challenges to
wills or marital discord
can all have a serious
impact on the business.
If the dispute has built
up over many years, it
can be difficult to resolve
– and can sometimes
even lead to the
company’s dissolution.

We aim to avoid disputes from the
outset, putting together agreements
that leave no room for ambiguity.
We also know (not least from the
thousands of joint ventures we have
advised on) that clear dispute
resolution procedures for
shareholder conflicts and dead-lock
scenarios help to end conflicts before
they become legal battles.
However, if the gloves do come off,
we vigorously assert our client’s
rights – whether in court or
arbitration proceedings – with the
support of our world-leading dispute
resolution team that has won cases
in forums from local courts to the
WTO Dispute Settlement Body.

We aim to avoid
disputes from
the outset,
putting together
agreements that
leave no room
for ambiguity.
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Competition law
Our competition team
has advised some of the
largest family-owned
businesses in the world
on antitrust matters.
Our experience includes
assessing the individual
market shares of family
shareholders, pooling
participants or parties to
specific undertakings and
changing ownership
within groups.
We have the connections, knowledge
and resources to clear deals faster and
advise on infringement procedures
more effectively than any other firm.

#1
Ranked law firm globally
for the last eight years in
Global Competition
Review’s ‘GCR 100’
Global Elite list

#1
Ranked Global Competition
Law Firm of the Year
for the last 13 years by
Who’s Who Legal
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CASE STUDY

Antitrust advice for JAB
JAB Holding Company (JAB) is
an investment vehicle of the
Reimann family that focuses
on long-term investments in
consumer goods companies
that own premium brands.
Between 2013 and 2015, we advised
on the formation of Jacobs Douwe
Egberts (JDE), a joint venture
between JAB-owned DE Master
Blenders 1753 and the coffee
business of Mondelēz International.
As part of the transaction, we
co-ordinated merger control filings
in more than 10 jurisdictions,
including the EU, South Africa,
Russia and China. For the EU, we
had to devise a sophisticated
remedy package that brought

together our expertise in antitrust,
corporate, employment and IP law.
JDE is now the world’s leading
pure-play coffee company with
annual revenues exceeding €5bn.
Then in 2016, we advised Coty,
ultimately owned by JAB, on merger
control proceedings in relation to
its $12.5bn acquisition of Procter &
Gamble’s specialty beauty business.
This involved filings in more than
10 jurisdictions, including the EU,
where the transaction required the
analysis of over 500 potentially
affected product markets. Following
the transaction, Coty became the
third-largest beauty company in
the world, with approximately
$9bn in revenue.
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Compliance and regulation
Lean structures give many
family-owned businesses a
competitive edge. Even so,
they, too, have to comply
with the laws and
regulations that apply
where they operate.

That means establishing an effective
system to prevent illegal behaviour
anywhere in the group, including all
foreign subsidiaries. This is something
we can help with.
If things do go wrong, we are one of
the few global law firms that are

regularly entrusted with high-profile
internal investigations for
multinationals and international
organisations. One main reason for
this is that we can launch, conduct
and wrap up small or large
investigations anywhere in the world
with the ultimate discretion.

We are regularly entrusted with high-profile
internal investigations for multinationals and
international organisations.
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Brand and reputation management
Family-owned
businesses often trade
under eponymous
brands that owners
have a natural interest
in protecting.
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Senior management also has a duty to
protect the reputation of the company
and its brands from real and potential
damage, as both form valuable (often
the most valuable) business assets.
In recent years, we have developed a
unique catalogue of measures to avoid
(or at least mitigate) such damage.

We also have a crisis intervention team
on standby for our clients. It will take
‘first-aid’ measures (often acting
together with communications
advisers) if a crisis strikes. Once the
dust has settled, we help clients identify
and assess the critical issues, set out
their legal obligations and defend them
against any third-party claims.
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Once the dust has settled, we help clients identify
and assess the critical issues, set out their legal obligations
and defend them against any third-party claims.
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